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Science by Women is a mobility program for African women scientists
with at least 3 years of post-doctoral experience

The majority of African countries invest far less than 1% of
their gross net income in science, with some exceptions

Scientific production in the countries members of the AU    
represents less than 2% of the global production but its
growth rate is one of the highest

WHY	AFRICA?



Women represent between 20 and 40% of the scientists in Africa

These figures drop dramatically as women try to reach top positions in 
their universities and research centers  

WHY	WOMEN?

Women still suffer discrimination in the scientific arena and they need
to overcome many obstacles and barriers



OBJECTIVES
üEnhancing women´s access to science and technology in Africa

ü supporting them in their research careers

ü helping them making their findings visible and share them with other
scientific teams

ü enhancing their leadership in the international community

SCIENCE BY WOMEN aims to promote
development of African countries by
empowering African women scientists



Areas of Research:
üHealth
üEnery, Water & Climate Change
üAgriculture & Food Safety
üMathematics,Information and Communication technologies
üEconomic Sciences

Innovative aspects:
üAfrican ownership
üTransfer of knowledge and expertise from senior    
beneficiaries to junior teams
üNo brain-drain
üSocial impact of research





1st Edition: 2014-2015 – 8 Associated centers, 8 fellows
2nd Edition: 2016-2017 - 8 Associated centers, 8 fellows
3rd Edition: 2017-2018 – 10 Associated centers, 10 fellows
dead -line October 15



Next step: To enlarge the scope and impact of the
program by:

ü involving other centers of excellence in Europe
ü diversifying areas of activity
ü creating a network of beneficiaries and research centers
ü setting-up a technological platform to keep them linked
ü organizing yearly meetings of the beneficiaries including
scientific diaspora
üstrenghtening intra-african scientific cooperation





So far 16 researchers have been beneficiaries of the program, from Egypt,
South Africa, Sudan, Nigeria, Tunisia, Senegal, Ghana, Uganda

# Health: 6 beneficiaries
# Food Security and Sustainable Agriculture: 4 beneficiaries
# Environment and Climate Change: 4 beneficiaries
# Economics and Statistycs: 2 beneficiaries

IMPACT
Most of them have published articles about the findings of their research in 
renowned scientific reviews such us Elzevier, and submitted papers to Risk
Analysis Journal or the Royal Statistics Society and presented to conferences
such as the Science Accademy of France among others…
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THANKS	A	LOT	FOR	YOUR	ATTENTION	

http://www.mujeresporafrica.es/en/content/s
cience-women-2017
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